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Executive summary

●

Norway should prepare for a possible housing market correction

●

The revised fiscal rule will better preserve oil wealth across generations

●

A dynamic businesses sector will support inclusive growth
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Norway should prepare for a possible housing market correction
Mainland GDP growth and house prices
Y-o-Y % change
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The Norwegian economy continues to perform well,
despite low oil prices, a testimony to policies that
insulate the country from volatile petroleum markets.
Output growth is recovering, well-being remains high
in many dimensions, and Norway stands as one of the
OECD’s most inclusive countries in terms of income
equality, labour participation and gender gaps.
Accommodative monetary policy continues to support
demand but has fuelled worryingly strong house-price
increases and credit growth. House prices now appear
overvalued and seem to have peaked. A rapid price
correction could have severe effects on households’
balance sheets, banks’ financial health, and could be
critical to Norway’s economic outlook.

The revised fiscal rule will better preserve oil wealth across generations
Structural non-oil deficits
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Returns on Norway’s wealth fund finance substantial
non-oil fiscal deficits. Reflecting lower returns on
assets globally, Norway’s fiscal rule has been made
more prudent. Budgets will now aim at structural
non-oil deficits equivalent to 3% of the value of the
wealth fund, rather than 4%. This implies a change
from an expansionary to neutral fiscal stance. Shift to
neutrality should be achieved through efforts at
improving public spending efficiency, where scope
prevails, which would make space for reducing high
tax rates. This Survey focuses on improving value for
money from transport-infrastructure investment.
Governance of the sovereign wealth fund is also being
adapted to its vast size.

A dynamic businesses sector will support inclusive growth
Trend labour productivity
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Sustaining Norway’s inclusive society will require
successful economic diversification away from oilrelated activities. Removing obstacles that impede the
reallocation of business activities and drag down
productivity growth is therefore crucial. While
generally there is a friendly environment to do
business, progress could nonetheless be made toward
tax reform, stronger competition, more efficient
insolvency procedures and better sectoral regulation.
The reallocation of skills calls for further reform of
vocational education to embrace the opportunities
offered by digitalisation and globalisation. Also, labour
market participation among older cohorts needs to
strengthen.
OECD ECONOMIC SURVEYS: NORWAY © OECD 2018
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MAIN FINDINGS

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS

Normalising the monetary stance, preparing for housing price correction
Monetary policy has supported growth after the oil price fall.
The housing market appears to have turned around. Finally,
house prices have begun to fall but substantial concern about
debt levels remains.

Normalise the monetary stance as forecast, with rate increases
starting in late 2018.
Be prepared to make a wide-ranging response in case of a
hard landing in the housing and debt markets. This should
include, as necessary, delay to monetary policy normalization
and targeted fiscal policy.

Ensuring fair access to resource wealth across generations, increasing value for money in public spending
Change from a “4%” to a “3%” fiscal rule better assures the
wealth fund remains intact for future generations given
upcoming population ageing and the likelihood of lower
wealth-fund returns.

Focus on restraint in government spending and publicservice efficiency to ensure the switch from a sustained
period of expansionary fiscal stance to neutrality.
Intensify regular spending reviews to enhance efficiency.
For transport-infrastructure investment, strengthen the
influence of cost-benefit analysis in project selection and
improve checks against cost inflation after projects are selected.

Facilitating diversification to non-oil sectors, seizing opportunities from globalisation and digitalisation
Norway’s high tax levels make it tough for businesses to
compete in the global economy and distortions in the tax
system misdirect saving and investment.

Complete the programme of income-tax rate cuts, and
consider further reductions.
Reduce the tax distortions in housing. Either carefully phase
out mortgage-interest relief or increase property taxes on
housing as a proxy for implicit rental income while paying
attention to symmetries in the tax system.
Consider further wealth tax reduction given its substantial
impact on the returns to saving in the current low-return
environment, while paying attention to inequalities.

Norway’s high labour costs need to be offset by an excellent
business environment in other respects to help business
thrive.

Continue strengthening competition policy; in particular
eliminate sectoral exemptions in agriculture.
Reduce state stakes in business further, especially in wellfunctioning markets.
Strengthen routes to recovery in the insolvency regime for
businesses in difficulty.
Replace the taxi-licencing system with less restrictive
regulation to address availability and consumer-protection.

Preserving high levels of inclusiveness through improvements to skills and labour participation
Many upper-secondary students in the vocational stream fail
to complete courses, which increases the risk of low-paid and
unstable employment for the longer term and compromises
the supply of vocational skills for employers.

Raise awareness among employers about the availability of
incentives to offer apprenticeship places.
Strengthen incentives for employers to offer apprenticeship
places by lowering costs, either through lowering apprentice
wages or through providing additional subsidies.

Labour supply remains compromised because the sickness
and disability system does not adequately encourage and
facilitate those with work capacity to re-enter the labour force.

Press on with reform to sick leave and disability benefit
including through an employer-financed phase of sick leave
and tighter medical assessment.

Environmental sustainability
Environmental taxation is well developed and the Green Tax
Commission proposes further improvement.
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Make environmental taxation more uniform across sectors and
activities when tackling specific issues, notably climate change.
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Assessment and recommendations

●

Recent macroeconomic developments and near-term prospects

●

Price and financial stability: tweaks to monetary policy, ongoing macro-prudential moves

●

Adjusting the fiscal rule, ensuring efficient tax and public spending

●

Easing the transition toward dynamic non-oil businesses

●

Retaining high labour-force participation and raising skills are key for Norway’s future

●

Tackling environmental issues
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B

usiness dynamism and sound management of natural resources wealth has helped
propel Norway among the highest levels of GDP per capita in the world (Figure 1). Combined
with its “Nordic model” ensuring inclusiveness and low inequality, Norway exhibits
impressive levels of well-being in many dimensions (Figure 2, Panels A and C). Its society has
an egalitarian approach to income distribution and has prioritised reducing gender
discrimination, resulting in levels of inequality that remain well below the OECD average
(Figure 2, Panels B and D). Comprehensive provision of education, healthcare and family
support has been a key driver. Maintaining these high standards of well-being, seizing
opportunities from automation and globalisation and overcoming challenges from longterm decline in oil and gas production, requires ensuring that policies remain at the forefront
of good practice.

Figure 1. Norway’s GDP per capita remains impressive, though growth has slowed
Constant USD prices, 2010 PPP
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Source: OECD National Accounts Database, and OECD Analytical Database.
1 2 http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/888933638505

For Norway’s society to remain inclusive as its petroleum resources decline and its
population ages, the business sector will have to diversify to non-oil sectors and continue to
exploit opportunities from globalisation and technological change. The policy environment
is business-friendly in general, with sound framework conditions and macroeconomic
management. In particular, the floating exchange rate has proved a critical mechanism in
adjustment to shocks, such as the large oil-price drop in 2014 (Figure 3, Panel C). Also, the
partial protection from “Dutch disease” provided by foreign-asset purchases for Norway’s
main wealth fund supports diversification of the economy. However, policy cannot afford to
stand still. The house-price correction that is currently underway in a context of high
household debt potentially poses near-term policy challenges.
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Figure 2. Norway continues to deliver good scores in well-being
B. Equality indicators
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Also, Norway, similar to many other economies, has experienced a step-down in
productivity growth over recent years (Figure 3, Panel A) and a corresponding slowdown in
GDP-per-capita growth (Figure 1). In addition, unit labour costs remain comparatively high,
despite currency depreciation since 2014 (Figure 3, Panel B). Policy needs to help business
seize opportunities from globalisation and facilitate diversification away from oil-related
activities; this is the theme of Chapter 1 of this Survey. The dynamism of Norwegian
businesses would be helped if the public sector became more efficient; delivering public
services, welfare support and public investment at a lower cost. This would create room for
lowering taxes, including those taxes that most strongly influence business costs and
returns. The large role of publicly-financed services and investments in the economy
means that returns to efficiency gains are substantial; releasing resources for new and
better quality services, or reduced taxation for households and business. However, oil-and-gas
OECD ECONOMIC SURVEYS: NORWAY © OECD 2018
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Figure 3. Productivity slowdown, unit labour costs and oil-price fluctuation present challenges
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wealth has traditionally diminished motivation for seeking such gains. There is a tendency
to use high-cost options in policies and inertia in reform. Chapter 2 of this Survey focuses
on transport-infrastructure investment. Such investment can widen economic opportunities
for business and increase welfare for households; expanding product and labour markets,
reducing journey and delivery times, facilitating trade and widening social interaction.
Realising these returns requires that transport-infrastructure investment is well chosen
and implemented efficiently.

16
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Against this backdrop, the main messages of this Survey are:
●

It is crucial that policy facilitates transition away from oil-related activities and seizes
opportunities from digitalisation and globalisation, through providing macroeconomic
and financial stability along with improvements to structural-policy settings.

●

Make public services more efficient, so as to reduce the injection of oil-money into the
economy and to ensure an equitable participation in oil-wealth returns across future
generations.

●

Ensure transport infrastructure investment is well targeted and efficiently executed to
maximise the returns to businesses and households in economic opportunity and
welfare.

Recent macroeconomic developments and near-term prospects
Recovery from the oil-price collapse of 2014 and, more generally, weak demand appears
well underway. Mainland real GDP growth has been increasing in year-on-year terms since
early 2016 and the unemployment rate is falling (Figure 4, Panels A and B). Downward
adjustment in the petroleum sector’s investment has tailed off (Panel C), and the currency
depreciation triggered by the oil-price fall (Figure 3, Panel C) softened the blow to the sector’s
income in local currency (Norwegian Krone). Currency depreciation also supported demand
for non-oil exports and helped make Norwegian business more competitive. Consumer-price
inflation, temporarily boosted by currency depreciation, is once again below the policy target
of 2½ per cent (Figure 4, Panel E). However, long-run trends and expectations looking forward
suggest consumer-price inflation is well anchored (Panel F).
Yet, there have been set-backs to recovery and housing-market concerns remain. 2016
saw sharp contraction in exports from oil-service companies, suggesting that reduced
activity levels and cost cutting in the global oil industry continues. This contributed to
softer mainland export growth along with falling aquaculture exports due to supply
problems arising from disease in the fish stocks (Figure 4, Panel D). The housing market
may be turning following a prolonged period of strong price and credit growth. If this is
indeed the case, then the key question is now whether market is coming in for a soft or a
hard landing and the consequent ramifications for the financial-sector stability, household
and business balance sheets and consumption and investment demand (see below).
Macroeconomic policies have been providing significant support. Monetary policy has
remained highly supportive. The policy rate has been 0.5% since March 2016 and Norges
Bank is signalling continuation of a low-interest environment through its interest-rate
projections (Figure 5). The latest forecasts have indicated an earlier start to rate
normalisation, signalling confidence in the output-growth recovery. In addition, there has
been active fiscal impulse, as seen through increases in the non-oil structural deficit
(Figure 5). Furthermore, fiscal support has come from counter-cyclical processes that arise
without active measures (“automatic stabilisers”), such as increased government spending
from greater numbers receiving unemployment benefit and tax declines from falls in
company profits (Figure 5).
Looking ahead, the OECD’s central projection envisages continued recovery, with
mainland output growth over 2% in 2018 and 2019 (Table 1). The recovery will include a
switch from a negative to a small positive contribution from petroleum-sector investment.
Household consumption growth is expected to remain strong, helped by employment
growth and a further decrease in the rate of unemployment. Consumer-price inflation will

OECD ECONOMIC SURVEYS: NORWAY © OECD 2018
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Figure 4. Recent macroeconomic developments
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fall somewhat in the near term but gradually increase thereafter as spare capacity
diminishes. Nevertheless, inflation will continue well anchored, allowing monetary policy
to stay highly supportive over the projection horizon. Active fiscal support through
increase in the non-oil structural deficit is due to tail off in light of adjustment of the fiscal
rule (see below).
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Figure 5. Supportive monetary and fiscal policy in recent years
A. Monetary policy rate: historical values
and Central Bank forecasts
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Norway’s key sources of risk (i.e. variation while staying broadly within the central
macroeconomic scenario described above) are also its sources of vulnerability (i.e. tail-risk
macroeconomic scenarios):
●

The housing market and household debt. The consequences of tensions and pressures that
have already arisen from house-price and credit growth, along with their future
direction, remain both a risk and a vulnerability (discussed further below).

●

The global oil price. Small movements from the current price level will not prompt
substantial departure from the central growth scenario described in Table 1. This said,
oil-price influences can shift quickly and neither a very large price increase, nor a very
substantial fall from current prices should be discounted entirely, resulting in substantial
departure from the central macroeconomic scenario (Table 2).

●

The global stock market. In addition to the usual channels through which global stock
markets affect the economy, variation in global-stock market valuation and dividends
directly influence fiscal policy because this generates variation in the “allowable”
government deficit under the fiscal rule.

●

External demand. Norway’s deep ties with the rest of Europe mean developments in demand
in the region are a source of risk and tail-risk scenarios could develop from dramatic rise
in protectionism for instance (Table 2).

Risks worth noting, but which are unlikely to destabilise the economy, include
uncertainty about the pace of domestic-demand recovery from the “low-growth” malaise.
Though consumer confidence has picked up, this has yet to be echoed in household
consumption. Employment and wage growth have also yet to pick up substantially, and this
is reflected in low household income growth.
Probability-of-recession estimates (Box 1) suggest there is some risk of downturn in
the near term and appears to be linked to domestic credit and external factors (Box 1).
Norway has substantial macroeconomic policy firepower to support the economy.
Monetary policy can stay supportive and Norway’s advantageous fiscal position thanks to
petroleum-sector revenue and the wealth fund means substantial firepower is available for
fiscal support from automatic stabilisation and policy-driven measures.
OECD ECONOMIC SURVEYS: NORWAY © OECD 2018
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Table 1. Macroeconomic indicators and projections
Annual percentage change (unless otherwise indicated), volume (2015 prices)
2014
Current prices
(billion NOK)
GDP volume (A)
Potential GDP
Output gap (% of potential GDP)
GDP volume, mainland (B)
Petroleum-production contribution to GDP volume growth (A minus B)
GDP volume components
Private consumption
Government consumption
Gross fixed capital formation
Housing
Business1
Non-oil sector
Oil sector2
Government
Final domestic demand
Stockbuilding (percentage-point contribution to GDP volume growth)
Total domestic demand
Exports of goods and services
of which crude oil and natural gas
Imports of goods and services
Net exports (percentage-point contribution to GDP volume growth)
Labour-market and households
Employment
Unemployment rate, %
Household saving ratio, net (% of disposable household income)
Deflators, prices
GDP deflator
Consumer price index
Core consumer prices
Trade and current account balances
Trade balance (% of GDP)
Current account balance (% of GDP)
Money market rates and bond yields
Three-month money market rate, average, %
Ten-year government bond yield, average, %
General-government fiscal indicators (OECD)
General government financial balance (% of GDP)3
General government net debt (% of GDP)
Central-government fiscal indicators (Ministry of Finance)4
Structural non-oil balance5, 6
Non-oil balance5
Government Pension Fund Global (% of GDP)
Structural non-oil balance (as a % GPFG)
Memorandum items
Non-mainland GDP (petroleum and shipping)

3 147

2 540

1 288
692
749
156
449
223
231
144
2 730
134
2 863
1 220
551
937
283

607

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2.0
1.8
-0.8
1.4
0.6

1.1
1.7
-1.5
1.0
0.1

2.1
1.7
-1.4
1.9
0.2

1.8
1.7
-0.9
2.3
-0.5

1.9
1.6
-0.4
2.1
-0.2

2.6
2.4
-4.0
3.2
-7.9
-2.8
-11.9
0.2
0.7
0.0
0.7
4.7
2.1
1.6
1.3

1.5
2.1
-0.2
9.0
-6.0
4.1
-17.8
5.9
1.2
1.4
2.7
-1.8
4.3
2.3
-1.4

2.5
1.9
3.9
9.9
1.7
6.0
1.1
2.2
2.7
-0.8
1.7
2.2
..
1.1
0.4

2.6
2.0
2.8
3.1
2.2
4.2
2.2
3.7
2.5
-0.4
1.9
1.2
..
1.4
0.0

2.3
2.0
2.4
1.1
3.2
2.9
3.9
2.0
2.3
0.0
2.2
1.8
..
2.6
-0.2

0.5
4.3
10.3

-0.1
4.7
7.0

0.3
4.3
6.6

1.2
4.0
6.2

1.5
3.7
5.7

-2.8
2.2
2.6

-1.1
3.5
3.3

3.0
1.9
1.7

0.5
1.6
1.4

2.1
1.9
2.0

7.1
8.0

3.8
3.9

..
4.5

..
4.6

..
4.6

1.3
1.6

1.1
1.3

0.9
1.6

0.8
1.8

0.9
1.9

6.1
-284.9

4.0
-289.4

5.4
-280.7

5.8
-280.1

6.0
-275.2

-6.6
-7.1
239.8
-2.6

-7.2
-7.6
241.3
-2.7

-7.7
-8.1
..
-2.9

-7.7
-8.5
..
-2.9

..
..
..
..

4.5

1.0

4.1

1.0

-1.7

1. Also includes shipping sector.
2. Following the approach taken by the Norwegian authorities, oil-sector investment is included in mainland GDP as most of the
investment activity takes place on the mainland.
3. Norway’s general-government account notably incorporates offshore-sector tax revenues and income from the Government Pension
Fund Global.
4. Figures published in the government’s latest budget proposals.
5. The central-government non-oil balances notably exclude offshore-sector tax revenues and income from the Government Pension
Fund Global. These balances are percentage of trend mainland GDP.
6. The “Structural Non-oil Balance” is the focus of government budgeting. “Structural” refers to adjustment for the business cycle made
by the Ministry of Finance.
Source: OECD Economic Outlook 102 Database; Statistics Norway; Norwegian Ministry of Finance.
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Table 2. Possible extreme shocks to the Norwegian economy
Shock

Possible impact

Large house-price correction and household
debt deleveraging

Large house-price falls (“hard landing”) could see a rapid household deleveraging, collapse
in household consumption growth and firm activity accompanied by threats to bank stability
from mortgage defaults

Large and sustained upward or downward
shift in the oil prices from the current level

Very-low-price scenario. Collapse of oil and gas related activities, including investment in
domestic production and export of oil-related goods and services. Large mainland job losses
and falls in income and output, particularly in certain regions
Very-high-price scenario. Increased wealth and incomes but a deepening of the challenges in
managing oil wealth; exchange-rate appreciation choking non-oil exports, weak publicspending discipline

Global stock market collapse (or substantial
further surge)

A global stock market collapse would likely lower the value of the wealth fund, however the
leeway in the fiscal rule would allow for countervailing stimulation. Negative impact from
stock-market collapse would likely come from weaker oil prices as well as other channels
A substantial and sustained surge in the global stock market would allow, inter alia, room for
larger deficits, providing opportunity to reduce taxation (or expand public services)

External demand shocks

Increased political and economic uncertainty globally has widened the range of possible
extreme scenarios. A breakdown in trade from protectionism or a sharp downturn in China’s
economic activity, could for instance, destabilise Norway’s economic recovery
Conversely, positive shock, for instance from a larger-than-expected surge in European
growth, could put Norway on an accelerated growth path

Price and financial stability: tweaks to monetary policy, ongoing
macroprudential moves
As for many economies, monetary policy in recent years has been chiefly geared to
support demand in light of weak output and price growth. Also, Norway is among the
countries with growing concern about the sustainability of the strong house-price and
credit growth that the low-interest environment has contributed to.

Some alterations and updating of the inflation-targeting regime
Broadly speaking, Norway’s inflation-targeting regime continues to work well. Since
its establishment in 2001, inflation has remained well anchored (exemplified in Figure 4,
Panels E and F, for an in-depth assessment see Norges Bank 2017a). The regime has also
proved adept at taking into account other economic considerations, most notably the
prolonged low policy rates elsewhere, especially those in the Eurozone and the United
States and, in recent years, the downturn in domestic economic activity following the oilprice drop of 2014. The policy rate, 0.5% as of December 2017, is appropriately supportive
and should stay at this level for some time ahead. Eventually policy should tighten as
growth picks up further. Norges Bank’s interest-rate projection indicates policy-rate
increase will begin towards the end of 2018 (Figure 5, Panel A).
Positive adjustment to the inflation-targeting regime has been made. Norges Bank
announced in May 2017 various procedural changes to increase transparency, and the
frequency of communication and decision making. There are to be eight monetary policy
meetings per year instead of six and the minutes of the meetings are to be published (the
in-depth Monetary Policy Report with Financial Stability Assessment will remain quarterly).
Though there were no glaring problems to resolve, the moves bring practice more in line
with inflation-targeting systems elsewhere.
A commission has proposed a new central bank act and substantial changes to Norge’s
Bank’s role that would see a more separated and specialised structure – currently, much
responsibility, management and decision making resides with the eight-member Executive
Board. The commission favours a reform that would see management of the wealth fund
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Box 1. Predicting downturn in Norway using the OECD’s resilience database
Statistical methods can be used to develop leading indicators of past downturns and recessions using the
OECD’s database of vulnerability indicators (Hermansen and Röhn 2015; Röhn et al., 2015). The database
comprises over 70 indicators across six categories of vulnerability (five domestic, one international).
For Norway the analysis is based on predicting periods of downturn identified by Norges Bank. These
comprise, ignoring small gaps, essentially four downturn episodes. Principal components analysis was
used to develop a single-number leading indicator. This indicator was then used to estimate the downturn
probability at different time horizons (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Recent data suggest there is some risk of a downturn
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Box 1. Predicting downturn in Norway using the OECD’s resilience database (cont.)
As similar exercises for other countries have found, the indicators developed from the resilience
database are not hugely accurate. In Figure 6, the indicators are performing well if they peak around the
beginning of a downturn. On this basis, some lag-lengths provided some warning of the latest two
downturns. Yet none of the variables warned of the prolonged downturn that began in the mid-1980s.
Bearing in mind the limited accuracy, the growth in the short-lag variables in the most recent data
suggests there is a non-negligible risk of downturn. Examination of the principle components analysis
indicates that recent increased risk of downturn is due to variables reflecting domestic credit conditions
and external risk factors.

passed to a newly formed management body, separate from the Bank (discussed further
below) and a separate committee for monetary policy and financial stability. As regards the
overall objectives to the bank it advocates adding a separate financial stability goal, in
addition to price stability and adding an explicit duty to contribute to high and stable
output and employment. In parallel, the Ministry of Finance has announced an overhaul of
the monetary policy remit. Clarification of a central bank’s role in supporting employment
and output is relatively uncontroversial, a possible addition of an explicit financial stability
objective, less so. However in the Norwegian context it would bring welcome transparency
to an existing responsibility, given that financial stability already features in discussions
and clearly has some weight in decisions, especially given housing-market developments.
Such a move could be reflected in having separate committees for monetary policy and
financial stability.

House prices and household debt remain a central concern
House prices have roughly doubled in real terms since 2000, with strong increases
continuing in recent years (Figure 7, Panels A and B). In addition, Norway’s rent-to-income
ratio is high, which is also indicative of housing market pressure (Panel C). Furthermore,
household debt is elevated; it is equivalent to 220% of disposable income, one of the highest
levels in the OECD (Panel D). Once principal repayments are included, the household debtservicing ratio is nearly 14%, a high level historically (Panel E). According to Norges Bank’s
financial stability assessment, this ratio would increase to nearly 18% if mortgage interest
rates rose by 5 percentage points (Panel E). As in other countries with strong growth in house
prices and associated borrowing, the prolonged low-interest-rate environment has been a
primary driver. In Norway most mortgages are variable rate, thus amplifying the response to
low interest rates. Localised demand pressure from continuing population shift to urban
areas has also been playing a role. Supply response to the booming housing market in the
form of new housing has been sizeable, especially in Eastern Norway (which includes Oslo)
(Panel F).
Recognising the risks from elevated debt levels, the Norwegian authorities have been
using macroprudential tools and strengthening capital requirements. Macroprudential
measures implemented in January 2017 included a new requirement on mortgage lenders to
limit a borrower’s debt to five times gross annual income plus stricter repayment
requirements. In addition, banking-sector capital requirements have increased substantially
in recent years (Figure 8). These have partly come from Norway’s counter-cyclical capital
buffer which was introduced in 2015 as part of the phasing in of Basel III capital
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Figure 7. House prices, household debt and new house sales
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requirements. In addition, leverage-ratio requirements on banks were introduced in
December 2016. Also, tighter capital requirements for insurance companies have been
introduced via implementation of the Solvency II framework in 2016 (Finanstilsynet, 2016).
It appears that the market-cooling measures, in combination with the surge in
housing supply, have borne fruit as house prices have been falling in recent months. This
may mark the beginning of a sustained market correction. Several price falls have been
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recorded in the country-wide seasonally adjusted house-price index in recent months and
quarterly data confirm falling prices in the Oslo area (Figure 9). New home sales have fallen
off in Eastern Norway, also pointing to a softening of the market (Figure 7, Panel F).

Figure 8. Capital requirements on Norwegian Banks
Common Equity Tier 1 requirements in the new regulatory framework1
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Figure 9. The latest house-price data suggest the market may be turning
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If the recent house price developments represent the start of a sustained correction,
then the critical issue is whether the market is heading for a soft landing (smooth
adjustment to a new equilibrium) or a hard landing (erratic adjustment, possibly with prices
dropping below equilibrium before stabilising). An IMF house-price regression exercise
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suggests Norway’s house prices were overvalued by around 15% at end 2016, which suggests
a soft landing is possible. However, there are uncertainties in such regression results, and an
average price correction can contain substantial adjustment in some market segments. Also,
past OECD work has found soft landings are rare (Rae and van den Noord, 2006). In sum,
there are no grounds for complacency.
In the Norwegian context, the chief economic impact from weakening house prices is
most likely to come via dampened household consumption demand, due to negative wealth
effects, precautionary saving responses and reduced expenditures related to the purchase
and sale of housing (such as spending on renovation and interior decoration). This could,
inter alia, lead to losses on loans to businesses thus putting stress on the financial sector.
Financial-sector stress will also likely increase from mortgage borrowers encountering
financial difficulty in the event of reduced income (for instance through redundancy).
However, the risk of this stress causing a financial-sector breakdown is seen by the
authorities as limited given Norwegian banks’ capital provisions, the significant role of
foreign banks in providing mortgages, plus the “full recourse” nature of mortgages in Norway
(i.e. mortgages are backed by collateral and banks have rights to collect assets and pursue
legal action in the event of non-payment). Banking-sector stress tests conducted by Norges
Bank (Norges Bank, 2017b), which incorporate large house-price corrections, suggest a low
probability of financial-sector meltdown.
Strong vigilance on housing and credit market developments needs to be retained and
the authorities should be prepared to make a wide-ranging policy response. This should
include, as necessary, delay to monetary policy normalization. Automatic fiscal stabilisation
in the event of a macroeconomic downturn from the house-price correction could be
augmented by welfare measures to provide extra support to low-income households most
affected. Also, there may be need to support the banking sector, though as discussed above,
the chance of this being required appears low.
Whether the housing market is heading for a soft landing or otherwise, efforts for
structural improvement in the market should continue so as to reduce risk of overheating
in the future. Ongoing efforts to facilitate supply through lighter planning regulation and
procedure should continue (these efforts probably have already helped the supply response
seen in recent years, Figure 7, Panel F). In addition, Norway’s substantial tax advantages for
home ownership continue to unhelpfully fuel the demand for housing, policy progress on
this front would be welcome (see below).
In addition, further work in the regulation of foreign-bank branches operating in
Norway would be welcome. The branches face the same regulation in some domains, such
as the mortgage-lending requirements discussed above. However, in other domains the
foreign-bank branches are governed by the banking regulation of their parent. Reciprocal
agreements between Norway and key foreign-bank domicile countries (notably Denmark
and Sweden) have eased problems generated by such regulatory differences but the issue
remains. Furthermore, it has gained importance following the conversion of Nordea Bank
Norge from a subsidiary to a branch of the parent bank. Following this move, foreign-bank
branches occupy more than one third of Norway’s market in corporate lending.
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Table 3. Implementation of past recommendations
on monetary and financial stability
Recommendations

Action taken since the previous Survey (January 2016)

Should house-price growth remain uncomfortably high, consider
additional macroprudential measures while closely monitoring
and reviewing their effectiveness. Specifically consider:
● Further guideline loan-to-value ratios, reducing access to
interest-only loans
● Working with foreign regulators to close down any remaining
loopholes (“regulatory arbitrage”) that give foreign-owned
branches and subsidiaries advantages in mortgage lending.

Tightening of macroprudential regulation continues. The latest
measures became effective January 2017 and comprised:
● Introduction of a limit on a borrower’s total debt to five times annual
gross income
● A smaller allowance for loans that do not conform to
macroprudential rules in the Oslo area (only 8% of lenders loans will
be allowed to not adhere to macroprudential rules, instead of 10%)
● Reduction in the loan-to-value ratio for home equity credit lines (the
vehicle for interest-only loans) from 70% to 60%. A loan-to-value
ratio of 85% continues to apply to mortgage loans, except for second
homes in the Oslo area where the ratio has been reduced to 60%.
Banking sector capital requirements. Phase in of new capital and buffer
requirements for credit institutions and investment firms (based on
Basel III standards and the CRR/CRD IV framework) was completed
in July 2016.
Insurance sector. The Solvency II framework was implemented January
2016, in parallel with the EU. This will imply significantly higher
solvency requirements for Norwegian insurers

Facilitate more responsive housing supply. In particular, reduce
incentives of local authorities to withhold land for development,
other than those related to clear externalities that cannot be
compensated with revenue raised from sales.

No major reform.

Adjusting the fiscal rule, ensuring efficient tax and public spending
The shift to a “3% rule” in fiscal policy: a sound move
Norway’s fiscal rule states that the cyclically adjusted non-oil deficit (the “structural
deficit”), should, over time, be equal to the expected real return on the wealth fund (the
Government Pension Fund Global, GPFG, see Box 2). The rule implies an intergenerationally
fair use of oil wealth because spending the real returns implies leaving the real value of the
Fund intact for future generations. The fiscal rule puts emphasis on evening out economic
fluctuations. Under the rule, actual deficits fluctuate around the structural deficit (“automatic
stabilisation”) and the structural deficit itself is allowed to move around the expected return
over the business cycle (reflected in the “over time” wording of the rule, see above). This leeway
for discretion in the setting of annual deficits enables fiscal policy to avoid unwarranted
procyclicality due to fluctuation in the value of the fund. However, in recent years the scenario
envisaged under the rule has not quite played out in practice largely because of rapid rise in the
return on the fund (discussed further below).

Box 2. The relationship between Norway’s wealth fund and fiscal balances
Norway’s revenues from offshore petroleum production have enabled it to both
accumulate a substantial wealth fund (the Government Pension Fund Global, GPFG, aka, the
‘wealth fund’) while also financing fiscal deficits in the mainland economy. The net cash
flow from the petroleum sector (that is revenue from the state’s direct financial interest plus
tax revenues) is part of the wealth fund’s income along with net financial transactions
related to the petroleum sector and returns on the fund’s assets. Under the fiscal framework,
withdrawal from the fund covers the non-oil budget deficit. The fund is invested entirely in
foreign assets abroad and this offsets pressure for currency appreciation from petroleum
exports (Dutch Disease). There is therefore a trade-off between fund accumulation and
running mainland deficits and this is governed by the fiscal rule (see main text).
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In February 2017 the government announced that fiscal budgeting would be based on a
3% expected return, instead of the 4% that had applied since the fiscal rule was introduced
in 2001. The parliament unanimously concurred. This reduction in the expected return has
been a good move for two reasons:
●

The new rule more strongly assures intergenerational equity. Calculations by a government
commission (the Mork Commission, see NOU, 2016) and Norges Bank (Norges Bank, 2016)
suggest future real returns will average closer to 3% compared with the 4% real return that
was previously the basis of the fiscal rule. The prospect of continued low returns on bonds
is a prime reason. Adoption of the 3% rule therefore means stronger adherence to the
principle that (over time) deficits do not imply erosion (or build up) of the country’s wealthfund assets.

●

The target deficits implied by the “4% rule” had become too large. Rapid growth in the fund in
recent years, largely due to depreciation of the kroner, meant the target deficits grew
rapidly (Figure 10, Panels A and B). According to the 4% rule this argued for substantial
near-term fiscal expansion, but carrying through with this would have meant excessive
fiscal stimulation. Furthermore, calculations of the 4% path suggested that target deficits
would start falling in the future, so any rapid fiscal expansion up to the target level could
then face an untimely and tough consolidation. These arguments helped restraint fiscal
expansion to a level more appropriate with the cyclical position of the economy. There was
some discussion (for instance, in the previous Survey) about the adoption of a
supplementary rule to help guide fiscal policy over the medium term. The 3% rule has
obviated the need for such measures. As shown in Figure 10, Panel C, it has usefully
brought the target deficit much closer to current deficit levels, thus resolving tension (at
least temporarily) between the fiscal rule and cyclical concerns.

Now that the actual and the target deficits are more aligned, the fiscal rule should
operate more as intended, with the structural deficit fluctuating around the target value
and reflecting the appropriate fiscal impulse for the cyclical position of the economy. The
“over time” framing of the rule provides for a flexible and discretionary approach. This
approach will probably work well, but if it proves inadequate then more precision on the
fluctuations could be considered.
Importantly for government budgeting, the change to the 3% rule implies a switch to a
neutral fiscal stance, or possibly even a contractionary one in the coming years. Between
2012 and 2016 the non-oil structural deficit increased, on average, by 0.6 percentage points
of mainland GDP each year (Figure 5). Keeping the deficit in line with the 3% rule and given
that business-cycle upswing is underway suggests an end to such fiscal expansion.
Furthermore, given the inadvisability of containing deficits through tax hikes, especially in
the Norwegian context, keeping to the 3% path will require an unfamiliar degree of belttightening in public spending, in particular reducing room for new spending initiatives
(discussed further below).
The wealth fund has itself been the subject of some policy attention. The proportion of
shares in the fund benchmark is to be increased from 62.5 to 70% (with a corresponding fall in
the share of fixed-income assets). In addition, as discussed above, a commission examining
the central bank’s role and responsibilities favours a reform in which management of the fund
would be transferred from Norges Bank to a new entity headed by a government-appointed
board. This could potentially enhance the depth of expertise and specialisation in fund
management. Clearly, the success of such a reorganisation depends whether governance
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Figure 10. Developments in the value of the fund and in structural non-oil deficits
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risks are correctly identified and dealt with appropriately. The commission rightly identifies
that removing the fund management from the bank potentially exposes it to greater pressure
to shift away from the practices and principles of the fund. Because of this, the commission
recommends that the role and objectives of the fund are embodied in legislation. Overall,
there is much merit in the creation of a separate body to manage the wealth fund.
Nonetheless, such a move needs to be approached with caution given the challenges of
identifying unintended consequences from new governance structures.
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Avenues for more effective public spending remain substantial
Comprehensive public services and investment are integral to Norway’s socio-economic
model. Public expenditure is equivalent to just under 60% of mainland GDP and fiscal
revenues, even net of property income are also high in international comparison (Figure 11).
Outcomes in public services are generally of good quality, comparing reasonably with other
countries. However, efficiency continues to be a challenge. Despite countervailing
mechanisms to ensure value for money in public spending and to control drawdown of
resource wealth, more expensive options tend to be chosen and reform to existing systems is
often slow. Past Surveys have, for instance, identified shortfalls in policy efficiency in sickness
and disability benefit (OECD, 2010), higher education (OECD, 2016) and in agricultural support
(OECD, 2016).
With the tighter budgeting implied by the 3% fiscal rule (see discussion above) budget
constraints are set to harden, especially if a firm line is maintained on avoiding tax increases
(or, indeed, continuing tax cuts). The challenge will be to ensure gains in public-spending

Figure 11. General-government expenditure and revenue
2016 or latest year available
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efficiency so that room for new spending initiatives is preserved. Norway’s “efficiency
dividend” mechanism, operating since 2015, is well suited to addressing this issue. The
dividends are part of a wider programme to encourage productivity gains in central
government. The “dividend” is generated by lowering budget allocations for current
expenditure to ministries and agencies by a small percentage, the principle being that there
is headroom for public-service efficiency gains and that the reduced allocation prompts
management to exploit them. In government budget proposals the dividend has always been
set at 0.5% but in every year so far, this figure been increased following parliamentary budget
negotiations. For instance, the dividend was set at 0.8% in the finalised budget for 2017. The
proceeds of the dividends are pooled and used to fund new policy reforms or high-priority
spending or tax measures. The mechanism should be maintained in the coming years to
help create space for policy initiatives.
Other initiatives to improve budgeting and public-spending efficiency include the
establishment of an advisory service for government agencies engaged in ICT projects (the
Digitalisation Council, established in 2016), and a new body that scrutinises new laws and
regulations with a view to minimising the impact on business (the Better Regulation
Council). Establishment of these bodies reflects a multi-agency approach to budget discipline
and scrutiny, and one reason why in a recent (re) assessment the authorities have concluded
against establishing an independent public-efficiency unit (this has long been discussed in
Norway).
Introduction of a medium-term expenditure framework could prove a useful addition to
the budgeting system, helping spending stay on track under the 3% rule. This has long been
suggested by OECD Surveys and there has been extensive consideration of such frameworks
in a government-initiated commission that reported in 2015 (the Børmer Commission, NOU,
2015a). The commission recommended more comprehensive multi-annual budget
projections and steps in this direction were included in the 2017 budget documentation. The
commission, however, did not find merit for stronger multi-year guidance. It argued multiannual appropriations to individual ministries and government agencies would not be
helpful in the Norwegian context. It also argued that aggregate multi-annual expenditure
ceilings, which have been the recommendation of past Surveys, would not be beneficial.
While the commission’s analysis has much merit, introduction of a medium-term
expenditure framework should not be discounted completely as a policy option. The case for
ceilings may well emerge, for instance if the risk of government resorting to tax-raising
measures to achieve deficit goals increases.
Greater use should be made of regular spending reviews as a means of identifying and
motivating opportunities for efficiency gain in public services. One approach would be to
introduce a permanent fiscal council, along the lines seen in a number of other countries.
Given Norway’s fiscal experience of recent years, and outlook under the adjusted fiscal rule,
a council with a strong focus on ex post evaluation on the expenditure side of the budget
could be particularly useful. Alternatively, if the existing structure of institutional oversight
(for instance, that provided by the Auditor General) is considered sufficiently comprehensive
then greater use of ad hoc reviews of public spending could be pursued.

Inefficiencies in transport-infrastructure investment
Transport infrastructure is often costly with investment and returns spanning many
years. Norway has long been investing heavily in this area and more so in recent years. The
challenges in investing in transport in Norway include long distances, mountainous terrain
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and sparsely populated areas. In addition the long land border with Sweden involves
cooperation on transport issues. Civilian public-sector investment has averaged 4.5% of GDP
since the mid-1990s, one of the highest levels of investment in the OECD (Figure 12).
Ensuring good selection of projects and cost-effective implementation is important.
Transport-infrastructure investment accounts for a substantial proportion of public
investment and Chapter 2 of this Survey takes an in-depth look the processes whereby
infrastructure projects are selected and implemented.

Figure 12. Norway has long had a substantial level of public investment
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There is room to improve the planning and decision making process, most importantly
for large-scale projects. Governance has been improved with the recent establishment of two
new management companies for road and rail infrastructure, which brings greater
independence to infrastructure management. Yet challenges remain, in particular it is
widely held that transport infrastructure projects could be better selected and cost less.
To date, major transport infrastructure projects have been launched via four-year rolling
“National Transport Plans”. The latest plan is different; it has a 12-year planning period split
into two 6-year phases. This may imply the plan will be rolled over after 6 years; however this
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has yet to be decided on. Each transport plan contains a shortlist of projects. The process of
compiling these shortlists begins with a “long list” with projects put forward by regional
authorities as well as central government and the transport agencies. The transport agencies
then deliver a planning proposal to the Ministry of Transport and Communications. Before
projects are suggested for inclusion in the National Transport Plan by the transport agencies
they pass through an appraisal process that assesses different solutions to the infrastructure
problem being addressed. The resulting choice is then checked by an external quality
assessment process. These assessments are then made available to the politicians
responsible for selecting projects for the shortlists. There are two key issues:
●

As project proposals are planned they often end up “gold plated”, i.e. the proposals often
switch to more expensive construction options, or additional features are added. This
does not become apparent until projects pass through the internal cost-benefit analysis
and quality assessment. Cheaper options are then seldom chosen in the final selection
process.

●

The projects shortlisted for the National Transport Plan have traditionally not always been
the most highly ranked in the economic assessments and quality assessment. Politics
often dominates the selection and the scope of spending gets expanded by projects with
weak cost benefit results. This may be amplified by timing. By tradition, the planning cycle
has been timed so that the shortlist is always drawn up in political negotiation within the
government coalition of the day towards the end of its term of office, therefore in the runup to an election (government terms are fixed at four-year intervals).

There is welcome recognition of these problems among many policymakers and a
desire to fix them. One positive step already taken is the intention to have six year phases.
This implies that the final shortlist may be drawn up half way through a government’s
term of office, which ought to depoliticise project selection, at least to some extent.
However, the next rolling of the plan is not yet decided. The latest transport plan also
endeavours to raise the profile of economic analysis. Chapter 2 recommends further steps
follow the following themes:
●

Strengthening of top-down influence in the planning process, such as in metropolitan
areas to strengthen co-ordination across municipalities.

●

Continue refining CBA techniques and coverage with a view to strengthening accuracy,
credibility and scope, especially as regards economic benefits that are difficult to monetise.

●

Strengthen the role of economic-efficiency considerations in project selection. Chapter 2,
for instance, suggests taking further steps to deal with cost increases during the planning
phase. For instance, in Denmark explicit buffers are included in the initial cost estimate.

●

Reduce implementation delays and broaden ex post assessment. Chapter 2’s recommendations
include making greater use of “state-determined” planning in which central-government
formulates integrated land use and transport plans for major national projects. It also
recommends establishing an independent body to conduct ex post evaluations that
complement the self-evaluations conducted by the transport agencies.

Scaling back and rebalancing taxation
In Norway general-government revenues (excluding petroleum-related) are equivalent
to 45% of mainland GDP, which is among the highest shares in the OECD area (Figure 11).
Commitment to comprehensive public services means comparatively high tax rates are
unavoidable. Nevertheless, tax reform is feasible, especially if public-spending efficiency
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gains can be realised. As described in Chapter 1, recent reform has concentrated on shifting
the tax mix away from direct income taxes towards indirect taxes. Income-tax reduction
centres on reducing the rate of “ordinary tax”, which is applied to most forms of income
(including corporate income). The most prominent impact has been on corporate-income
taxation (for employees there has been partial offset through increases in the progressive tax
that applies to wage earnings). The rate of corporate tax is now middle ranking in OECD
comparison, meanwhile income tax on households remains high (Figure 13).

Figure 13. The corporate tax rate is now middle-ranking, personal-income tax remains high

A. Net personal average tax rate
Two-earner married couple with 2 children, 2016
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Chapter 1 also underscores the benefits for further progress towards uniformity in VAT
and supports the financial-activity tax that aims to substitute for the absence of VAT on
financial services. The Chapter also recommends further reductions in the rates of wealth
tax on non-housing assets; especially in an environment of low returns on assets, taxes on
wealth can dissuade savings. Equality issues are important, and many countries use
inheritance taxes to facilitate the redistribution of wealth across generations, but the effect
is diminished by estate planning strategies. As explained in previous Surveys, an optimal
approach to housing taxation involves a tax on imputed rental income, after deducting
related expenses, such as interest payments. This was the approach used in Norway in the
past, but the taxation of imputed rental income has been withdrawn. The Chapter draws
attention to this generous tax treatment of housing.
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Table 4. Implementation of past recommendations on fiscal policy,
public spending and taxation
Recommendations

Action taken since the previous Survey (January 2016)

Review the “4% rule” Keep the deficit well below the fiscal rule to
avoid unwanted fiscal expansion by providing guidance that sets
a speed-limit on increases in the structural non-oil deficit.

The estimated real rate of return has been reduced from 4% of the value
of the wealth fund to 3%. The lower rate will be first applied to the 2018
budget. The reduction in the drawdown rate obviates the need for
additional guidance as recommended .

Increase public-spending efficiency, including through:
● A stronger multi-annual approach to expenditure planning in the
central-government budgeting
● Ensuring impact analysis and cost-benefit analysis play a central
role in decision making, notably in transport investment
● Using more private-sector provision in public services, including
in education and health care where outsourcing remains
underutilised
● Encouraging mergers among small municipalities.

Following recommendations of the 2015 commission on multi-year
budgeting, the 2017 Budget more clearly communicates the multi-year
revenue and expenditure outlook.
“Efficiency dividends” continue to feature in budgeting.
Establishment of the Digitalisation Council in 2016, an advisory service
for government agencies engaged in ICT projects.
Establishment of the Better Regulation Council, a body that scrutinises
new laws and regulations with a view to minimising the impact on
business.
Following a central-government campaign, mergers are underway that
will reduce the number of municipalities from 428 to 354 and the
number of regions from 19 to 11.

Reduce taxation as a share of GDP and reduce tax distortions,
including through:
● Better alignment of taxation across asset classes in wealth tax
and capital-gains tax, especially as regards housing assets
● Further reduction in net wealth tax
● Less generous tax treatment of housing. In personal-income tax,
either incorporate imputed rental income or abolish mortgage
interest deductibility.

Reductions in the “ordinary income” tax continue. This tax, which
covers most forms of income, has been reduced further in 2017 to
24%.
In VAT the 8% concessional rate was raised to 10% in 2016, narrowing
the gap with other rate categories (which are 15% (food stuffs) and
25% (standard rate).
Some further progress in alignment of taxation across asset classes. As
of 2017:
● The valuation for net wealth tax purposes of second homes
is 90% and for businesses it is 80% (associated debt is valued
accordingly)
● There is a new valuation discount of 10% for shares and operating
assets (to be increased to 20 % in 2018 (again, associated debt is
valued accordingly).
No major progress in reforming tax treatment of housing in personal
income tax, though reduction in the tax rate on ordinary income
reduces the tax value of the mortgage interest deduction.

Easing the transition toward dynamic non-oil businesses
Norway’s socio-economic model requires a business sector capable of exploiting
opportunities in globalised markets and supply chains while operating in a high-wage,
high-tax environment (Figure 11 and Figure 14). As discussed in Chapter 1, globalisation
and technological change have been re-shaping Norway in similar ways to many other
advanced economies. In Norway, globalisation-related processes have so far not generated
substantial socio-economic deprivation, partly thanks to comprehensive welfare support.
Also, economic recovery from the oil-price drop in 2014 demonstrated Norway’s capacity to
absorb shocks. However, this should not give rise to complacency given the ongoing
evolution of globalisation, and the prospect of declining in oil-related activities over the
longer term (see Box 3). Decline in oil and gas exports are most likely to be steady but will
nonetheless mark a profound change in resource allocation and in trade given these
currently account for half of export earnings (Figure 15). Furthermore, Norway’s high-cost
environment underscores the importance of ensuring non-cost dimensions of the business
environment are in very good shape. This would facilitate a reallocation of resources to
high-productivity sectors that are at the top end of global supply chains. Chapter 1 of this
Survey looks at a range of policy issues.
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Box 3. Norway’s petroleum sector: Its role in the economy
Norway’s petroleum sector (“petroleum” covering both oil and natural gas) comprises
offshore production facilities, and exploration activities plus a wide range of supply services,
which account for most of the employment in the sector. Growth in petroleum investment
and employment was particularly steep from the mid-1970s to mid-1980s and from 2005 to
2013, prior to the 2014 global-oil price fall. The supply sector is not necessarily linked to
Norway’s offshore fields, for instance providing services to non-Norwegian North Sea fields
or oil and gas production elsewhere in the world. Also, the supply companies often provide
goods and services outside the petroleum sector, which complicates estimation of the scope
of petroleum-related activity. Direct employment in petroleum production only accounts for
about 1% of employment but, according to Statistics Norway, 6.7% of total employment was
directly or indirectly associated with the petroleum sector in 2016. Norway’s south-east coast
is particularly dependent on petroleum-related employment.
As underscored in the main text, the petroleum sector makes a large sizeable contribution
to fiscal revenues. Net extraction revenues from production largely accrue to the state due to
resource taxation and state ownership in production (the government has a 67% stake in the
oil company, Statoil). In addition, corporate-tax revenues are generated by the petroleum
supply industry.
The breadth of petroleum-related activity complicates assessment of future developments.
Based on current output and estimates of developments in reserves, production in Norwegian
fields will run out around 2060. However, new large finds are possible. Also the sector is not
solely dependent Norwegian offshore production, and includes decommissioning activity,
which tends to run countercyclically to developments in production and exploration.

Figure 14. Norwegian business operates in a high-cost environment
Hourly labour costs, 2016
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Figure 15. Norway’s export-market profile
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Framework conditions: avenues for improvement remain
Competitive markets can be a powerful driver of efficient resource allocation and
productivity growth. Welcome attention is being paid to improving competition legislation.
In particular the process for assessing business mergers has shifted away from a “total
welfare” approach because it was allowing too many deals that risk limiting competition.
Nevertheless, issues in the competition legislation remain. Sectoral exemptions (e.g. in
agriculture) should be re-examined and the structure and conduct of supermarket chains
within in the grocery supply chain has become hotly debated.
As Chapter 1 points out, state ownership of business enterprise in Norway has
diminished, but is still extensive and this is reflected in Norway’s scores in the OECD’s
Product Market Regulation Indicator and the Services Trade Restrictiveness Indicator
(Figure 16). Around 11% of employees are employed in companies with partial or complete
state ownership (Norwegian Ministry of Trade, Industry and Fisheries, 2016). Stateownership administration is many respects exemplary. For instance, governance guidelines
generally follow accepted good practice. Also, some progress has been made in increasing
the independence of the regulators of state-owned companies, though more could be done.
Still, many of the state stakes are in companies operating in competitive and efficient
markets where the rationale for retaining stake ownership indefinitely is weaker. It is
encouraging that partial or complete sell offs continue. Chapter 1 also draws attention to
other issues, in particular Norway’s requirements that at least half of the board members
and the manager (CEO) in corporations must be residents of Norway or the European
Economic Area (EEA).
Healthy firm dynamics are also key to resource allocation and productivity growth. In
Norway the processes associated with establishing and operating business in Norway are in
reasonable shape. Nevertheless, new OECD data capturing the efficiency of insolvency
processes indicates room for improvement (Figure 17). Time to discharge (i.e. the number of
years a bankrupt person must wait until they are discharged from pre-bankruptcy
indebtedness) is relatively long. Also, there are shortfalls in tools for prevention and
restructuring. Some of these issues have been covered in a government-commissioned
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Figure 16. Regulatory indices on product markets and services trade point
to room for improvement

A. OECD Product Market Regulation (PMR) indicator
Scale 0-6 from least to most restrictive
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B. OECD Services Trade Restrictiveness Index (STRI)
Scale 0-1 from least to most restrictive, 2016¹
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report that proposes changes to debt negotiation provisions (“reconstruction” provisions) in
bankruptcy law. However, the government has yet to follow up on the commission’s findings
and work on other fronts is needed.

Targeted support for innovation
As a small open economy, much of Norway’s productivity-enhancing innovation is
“imported” in the form of tangible new products, machinery and equipment, or intangibles,
such as software or innovation in processes. Nevertheless domestic R&D activity, and the
policies to support it, has an important role to play. Norway’s R&D expenditure is around 2%
of GDP, much of it in the petroleum-related sector (Figure 18) while in all three of its Nordic
peers, Denmark, Finland and Sweden, spending is closer to 3% of GDP. The OECD recently
conducted an Innovation Review of Norway, which assesses the menu of support programmes
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Figure 17. The OECD’s insolvency indicators suggest room for improvement in Norway
Insolvency composite indicator, scale 0 (most effective) to 1 (least effective), 2016
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Figure 18. Norway’s R&D spending is middle ranking
Gross domestic expenditure on R&D (GERD), 2015
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and contains extensive coverage on innovation conducted by public-research institutes and
the higher education sector.
A tax-break programme (SkatteFUNN) forms the backbone of Norway’s support for
business innovation. The programme has strengthens, in particular it is refundable, which
can help innovative enterprises at an early stage of development in particular. As elsewhere,
measurement issues make the scale of impact on R&D activity uncertain. A new governmentinitiated impact evaluation is due to be published in 2018.
Considerable attention and fiscal resources are devoted to innovative firms. Currently,
access to finance is high on the current policy agenda. Steps already taken include proposals
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for tax-deductability of investment in young start-up companies. Also, there are intentions to
propose measures that will make share-option compensation of employees more attractive.
Furthermore, a committee on access to capital is due to report in 2018, and will identify
potential weak points. The policy attention to access to capital certainly has potential for
useful impact, though as is the case for innovation support more widely, uncertainties in the
effectiveness of measures implies that assessment processes are important for ensuring the
development of a good menu of policies. More generally, it is a timely moment for a review of
the full menu of innovation support measures. Public funding and the number of schemes
have been expanding rapidly in recent years; a review of schemes’ efficiency, and issues such
as overlap between schemes, could substantially improve policy overall.
Research capacities of universities and research institutes are an important draw for
business investment and scale effects from collaborative research networks can generate highproductivity growth clusters. Mergers underway in the higher education sector (which comprises
universities and more vocationally oriented “university colleges”) represent a substantial move
towards scaling up and consolidating Norway’s academic research capacities. There now only 21
higher-education providers compared with 33 previously. Structural change within the merged
institutions, in particular the amalgamation of faculties, is progressing at varying speeds and the
full impact of the reform will take some time to emerge. More mergers would be welcome in
Norway’s comparatively large research-institute sector too. Reforms to funding are being used reshaped research incentives in both the higher-education and research-institute sectors, but
more could be done. In higher education, a roll out of performance agreements is underway that
will also see further alteration of research incentives.

Market disruption: taxi-market reform has proved particularly challenging
In Norway, new business models based on internet platforms in personal transport
(e.g. Uber) and short-term accommodation (e.g. AirBnB) have received the most policy
attention to date. Policy needs to embrace disruption, though not unconditionally. New
business models for providing goods and services often improve household welfare in
terms of consumption, but can bring downsides for consumers and employees, and can be
founded on undesirable exploitation of loopholes in regulation or taxation.
A government-sponsored committee has assessed the “sharing economy”, including
taxi-market reform, which has not progressed far in Norway. Services such as Uber are
available in parts of the country but in most cases paid rides are illegal due to compulsory
licencing for taxi services. Uber ceased its ride-sharing service UberPop in Norway as of
30 October 2017, pointing to restrictive Norwegian taxi regulation as discriminatory and curbing
its business model. The number of taxi licences is set by county governments, generating
supply-demand mismatch. The taxi-licencing system has not moved with the times in other
respects. For instance, driver regulations in some localities still include geographicalknowledge requirements. Replacement of the current taxi-licencing system with less
restrictive regulation to address availability and consumer protection would be welcome.
New forms of accommodation have been less contentious. Short-term rentals via
internet platforms, such as Airbnb, occupy a small but growing segment of the market. As
of 2015, Airbnb accounted for nearly 2% of the total number of overnight stays (NOU, 2017).
According to the “sharing economy” committee, rentals do not face significant issues of
legitimacy and Norway’s legislation already includes provisions to protect neighbours from
noise or inconvenience. However, parliament has requested amendments in housing
legislation concerning short-time rentals. Negative impact on the affordability of ordinary
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rents has yet to emerge as a major issue and may never do so because of the predominance
of owner-occupiers. Policy should help ensure a balanced development in short-term rents.
Policy can ensure good information on the rules and regulations.
As elsewhere, the wave of internet-platform businesses has generated some tax issues.
Income of private home rentals is tax-exempt if less than half the property (by rental value)
is hired out. In the 2018 finance bill, the government proposes to remove the exemption on
short-time rentals (less than 30 days). Also, benefits from income-tax exemptions and
uncertainties in the definitional boundary between private and commercial operation for tax
purposes have come to the fore. The tax authorities are considering a disclosure duty for
data-holders who enable or facilitate rentals or paid services via digital platforms. Privateaccommodation rental is not subject to VAT. More generally, the prevalence of small-scale
operators in disruption raises the question of VAT thresholds, which in Norway are relatively
low. The tax authorities have creditably improved information for the increasing numbers of
individuals in “sharing economy” activities.

Table 5. Implementation of past recommendations on improving business conditions
Recommendations

Action taken since the previous Survey (January 2016)
Improve framework conditions for business activity

Address innovation and technology issues, including through:
● Continued use of a competitive-bid approach for research grants and promoting
framework conditions for clusters
● Promotion of entrepreneurial skills such as project planning and STEM skills
● Encouraging Technology Transfer Offices in universities
● Strengthening the objectivity of evaluations of business-support programmes
(notably innovation and R&D schemes).

The 2015 Budget proposed increasing support via the core programme,
SkatteFUNN.
The government has launched an evaluation of policy promoting
university-business linkages, including assessment of whether technology
transfer offices require more powers.

Improve transport services.

Road: A new company charged with planning, construction, operation and
maintenance segments of the national road network has been established.
Consolidation of road-toll companies continues. More extensive use of
public-private partnerships is planned.
Rail. A new infrastructure management company has been established.
Ensure strong market competition

Adjust competition legislation and enforcement, including through:
● Review of the “total welfare” criterion of competition policy
● Increasing the regulatory power of competition authorities.

Assessment of mergers has shifted away from the “total welfare” approach towards
a “consumer” approach.

Regarding state stakes in business:
● Reduce the scope and size of stakes
● Improve state-owned activities governance.

The state holding in one of Norway’s largest real-estate companies, Entra ASA, was
reduced from around 50% to 33% in 2016.

Strengthen competition in network industries (especially postal and rail services).

Postal services. A new Act came into force in 2016 that ends Norges Posten’s
monopoly on letters below 50 grams, and lightens the incumbent’s universal service
requirements. Parliamentary approval to reduce the state stake in Telenor has been
granted.
Rail services. A new infrastructure management company has been established.

Reduce barriers to entry in the retail sector.

No major reform recently.
Reduce state aid and subsidies

Reduce support for agriculture and fishing sectors, including through:
● Reduced import tariffs and direct subsidies to farmers
● Removal of legislative biases that favour agriculture
● Encouraging diversification of economic activity in rural areas by improving
general framework conditions.
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Agriculture:
● Measures have been taken to encourage larger scale production, including higher
ceilings on production quotas
● Also, the removal of protective clauses in legislation so as to free-up price setting
and permit corporate ownership is in the pipeline.
● Parliamentary agreed to some limited reforms in April 2017. These include
commitment for some simplification in policy and regulation, and rule changes
on milk quotas
● The parliament has voted to phase out export subsidies for agricultural products
by 2020.
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Retaining high labour-force participation and raising skills are key
for Norway’s future
A strong focus on employment in policy, and by society, is a central pillar of Norway’s
socio- economic model. High rates of employment ensure a strong supply of labour for
business but are also core to Norway’s low rates of poverty and inequality. Most notably,
Norway’s employment rate among women, a little below 75%, is nearly 15 percentage points
above the OECD average and just a few percentage points below that of men (Figure 19).
Combining family life and work for both men and women is facilitated by subsidised child
care, working time flexibility and paid parental leave. Also Norway has been a leader in
promoting women’s career progression. For instance it was among the first countries to
introduce women-on-boards rules (see 2016 Survey).

Figure 19. Norway’s employment rates remain high
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1 2 http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/888933638847

Early retirement via sickness and disability system is not yet fully resolved
Norway’s sickness and disability support system has, like those in a number of
countries, become a channel for early retirement and remains a core issue for labour-market
reform. As described in Chapter 1, individuals typically transition from sick leave to a
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rehabilitation-type benefit (the Work Assessment Allowance) and then to the nationalinsurance funded Disability Benefit. The share of persons receiving the Allowance has
declined and also the Disability Benefit rates among older cohorts has dropped.
Nevertheless, recipiency remains high, for instance nearly 30% of 50 to 67 year-olds receive
Disability Benefit payments. Also, there has been an increase in the share of Disability
Benefits among young and middle-aged cohorts.
Recent measures include piloting of a new medical assessment in sick leave, and from
1 January 2018 several changes in the Work Assessment Allowance will be implemented.
Among others, the main rule regarding the maximum possible period of receiving the
Allowance will be shortened from four to three years. Also people receiving the Allowance
will be followed up more closely with an aim to increase the transition back to work. Future
reform should consider prolonging the employer-financed phase of sick leave, reducing the
generosity of payment and tightening medical assessment procedures, especially through
more “third party” medical assessment. In addition, the long-standing series of agreements
between the government, employers and unions, (the Inclusive Working Life Agreements)
should be more ambitious (in particular as regards public-sector employees) as their
impact on reducing sickness leave to date has not been obvious.

Declining employment rates among young and middle-age groups should be kept
on watch
The rising numbers of Disability Benefit recipients among young and middle-aged
cohorts almost certainly has some connection with the shallow decline in employment to
population ratios and labour-force participation rates in these age groups (Figures 19). These
declines have attracted attention, for instance a report for Norway’s tripartite inclusive
workplace (“IA”) agreement discusses them at length (Inkluderende Arbeidsliv, 2017) and
recent IMF assessment discusses them also (IMF 2017). Several factors are at play, some of
little policy concern. The developments are probably, in part, cyclical, reflecting slowing
growth in economic activity of recent years, such that resurgence in growth will bring partial
reversal. Also the trends may partially reflect continuing shift in household arrangements,
for instance as men extend child-caring roles. Among young cohorts, some of the
employment-rate decline reflects extension of time spent in education. Yet there may also be
worrying processes at work. Falling employment rates in young cohorts may partly reflect
failure of education to keep pace with changing workforce demands. Prolonged time out of
work can make re-integration harder as skills and work habits atrophy and as individuals
grow accustomed to alternative ways of providing for themselves and their families. Some
immigrant communities are particularly vulnerable to these problems due to weak
education outcomes and concentration of employment in cyclically-sensitive and low-skill
sectors (Includerende Arbeidsliv, 2017), thus widening economic and social divides (though,
in general, Norway’s immigrant communities are comparatively well integrated according to
indicators in the OECDs Indicators of Immigrant Integration, OECD, 2015).

Vocational education is core to raising the supply of skills and preventing low-income
International tests of learning and skills tend typically show Norway as middle-ranking
compared with other developed economies. There appears to be sustained progress in PISA’s
reading component (Figure 20) and the scores for mathematics and science increased
between the 2012 and 2015. Nevertheless, Norway’s scores remain around average. The
middle-ranking performance is confirmed in the PIAAC tests of adult skills (Figure 20). As
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Figure 20. Norway’s education and skills performance
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1 2 http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/888933638866

underscored in previous Surveys, Norway’s rankings are particularly concerning given that
public spending on education is comparatively high and given the importance of skills in
sustaining Norway’s high-income economy.
Globalisation further reinforces the importance of encouraging and facilitating skillbased education. The markets for jobs requiring little or no post-compulsory education are
shrinking and are increasingly in areas where there is a strong supply of workers with
comparatively low reservation wages (in Norway’s case often via labour migration connected
to membership of the European Economic Area). The continuous policy effort required to
bring about concrete change to education needs to be maintained at all levels (see Table 6),
but especially so in vocational education as this has the greatest capacity to provide
marketable skills for those that might otherwise be on low-skill, low-wage trajectories.
Shortages of apprenticeship places are a key problem in vocational education. Most
vocational training in Norway is provided by upper-secondary schools through the
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“professional” (yrkesfag) stream (the other track, the “general” stream studiespesialisering
principally channels students into degree-level tertiary education). Apprenticeship courses
are a central pillar of the yrkesfag stream, generally comprising two years study followed by
two years placement with an employer. Yet around one third of students fail to find a
placement (Norwegian Directorate for Education and Training, 2014) and this contributes to
a long-standing concern of high rates of drop out from vocational education. The most
recent initiative encouraging employers to offer apprenticeships, the “social contact for
VET”, met with partial success but more action is required. OECD analysis points to steeply

Table 6. Implementation of past recommendations on human capital, jobs and welfare
Recommendations

Action taken since the previous Survey (January 2016)
Improve education

In primary and secondary education reform, consider:
● Reduction in the number of schools
● Making more data on school performance publically available
● Reform of the teaching profession including: stricter selection and graduation
criteria, more training, better structured career paths and wider use of
performance-related pay.

Roll out of a programme to improve the status and quality of teachers continues.
The programme includes increased support for teachers’ continued education and
the introduction of 5-year master’s-level degree for new entrants to the profession.
Curriculum overhaul is underway in primary and secondary schooling. The reform,
inter alia, aims to clarify values and expectations and school responsibilities and
facilitate in-depth learning.
Reform to school management is underway. A white paper, sanctioned by parliament,
includes recommendations for a system of in-service teacher training, stronger
support for underperforming schools and enhanced early intervention for pupils.

In higher education:
● Continue to promote mergers among providers
● Pursue plans to include the graduation rates in the formula for performancebased funding
● Further target incentives and financial support to students who complete their
courses on time
● Steer student choices, for instance, via loan discounts for subjects with high
demand.

Significant progress on the merger process; most of the intended mergers have
been completed.
A three-phase performance-agreement process is underway: pilot agreements in
five institutions in 2017, a further five agreements in 2018 and the remaining
institutions in 2019.
Policy efforts to improve the quality of higher education teaching have intensified
with publication of a white paper in early 2017 that proposes channels for reform.
More broadly a campaign focusing on skills is underway, including launch of the
Strategy for Skills Policy 2017-21 in early 2017, which has widespread support
from ministries and stakeholders.

Encourage labour-market participation
Reduce work disincentives in the unemployment insurance system.

No major reform.

Reduce sick leave and tighten disability schemes, inter alia consider:
● Lowering the replacement rate for long-term sickness absence
● Clearer guidelines on disability assessment to general practitioners
and monitor compliance.

Sickness leave: new medical assessment trialled, new guidance for doctors
on the length of sick leave, stricter implementation of activation requirements
(see Chapter 1 for more detail).
Work Assessment Allowance (AAP): Several changes will be implemented from
1 January 2018 with an aim to increase the transition back to work. Among others
the maximum period of receiving the benefit will be shortened and also there will be
closer follow-up of recipients.
Disability Benefit: no further reform since the major changes of 2015.

Remove biases favouring early retirement the old-age pension system.

No major reform.

Increase labour-market flexibility
Increase flexibility in wage setting.

No major reform.

Lighten employment regulation.

No major reform.

Enhance efficiency of job placement services and active labour market policies
(ALMP).

No major reform, though in 2017 a new initiative for youth was introduced. The
initiative ensures that persons under the age of 30 years who after eight weeks of
unemployment are not in a job, education or participating in labour market
programmes, are provided with a work-oriented alternative.

Improve Health Care
Past Surveys have focussed on aspects of financing and have suggested:
● Re-structuring activity-based (including Diagnosis Related Groups, DRG)
financing to avoid excessive incentives for low-priority activities
● Greater use of co-payments by patients.
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rising wage costs over the course of apprenticeships. This is likely not the only driver of the
apprenticeship-place shortage, however. Shortfalls in the attributes sought by employers
among apprentices may also be a factor, suggesting further adjustment to vocational (and
earlier) education may be required.

Tackling environmental issues
Norway’s carbon intensity of per unit of GDP is less than half the OECD average, yet per
capita intensity is closer to the average. Also, Norway’s carbon footprint is augmented more
than in most countries by emissions embodied in imports (Figure 21, Panel A). Oil and gas
production, along with chemical processes in aluminium production and alloys, account for
a substantial share of greenhouse-gas emissions. Meanwhile, abundant hydropower means
practically zero emissions from electricity production (Panel B). Other dimensions of air
quality are generally good (Panel C). Norway’s waste management involves comparatively
little landfill and waste generation is below the OECD average (Panel D). Activity in
environmentally related inventions appears somewhat below par (Panel F).
Wealth-fund management in Norway pays close attention to the environmental and
social credentials of companies, where issues are often raised by the press and public. In
2016, two new ethically motivated exclusion criteria were introduced for the main wealth
fund, the Government Pension Fund Global (GFPG). The first is aimed at companies whose
acts or omissions, to an unacceptable degree, entail greenhouse gas emissions. The second
targets mining companies and energy producers with a 30% threshold for revenues derived
from, or operations based on, thermal coal.
Carbon pricing is extensive, with 80% of greenhouse-gas emissions either subject to a
carbon-dioxide tax and/or included in the European Trading System (ETS). Norway’s Paris
commitment is to reduce greenhouse-gas emissions by at least 40% by 2030 compared with
the 1990 level. Norway is in dialogue with the EU on joint fulfilment of the 2030 climate
commitment. Transport and agriculture are the main emission sources in the non-ETS
sector. Norway has provided wide-ranging electric-vehicle incentives, resulting in the
highest number of electric vehicles per capita in the world. The incentives include
exemption from VAT and registration tax, reduced annual motor vehicle tax, and free toll
roads, national-road-network ferries, parking and access to bus lanes. Some of these have
generated unintended consequences (e.g. congestion) and have been wound back.
Environmental taxation is a core pillar of Norway’s efforts to reduce non-ETS
greenhouse-gas emissions and in tackling other environmental issues. It has been given
further impetus by a government appointed commission (Box 4 and NOU, 2015b), which
underscores the importance of ensuring polluters take into account the damage inflicted
on society and that taxation is an effective mechanism for achieving this. Some proposals
from the Green Tax Commission have been followed up, for instance carbon-dioxide taxes
on several items (see Table 7) have been made equivalent to those on vehicle fuels. Further
efforts should be made into following the Commission’s recommendations.
Integration of environmental issues in decision making has been given impetus by an
expert-committee on green competiveness (Norwegian Expert Committee, 2016). The
report, for instance, emphasises retaining business-sector competitiveness while pursuing
environmental goals.
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Figure 21. Environment indicators
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Table 7. Implementation of past recommendations
on tackling environmental challenges
Recommendations
Reforms should include:
● Further limiting carbon-dioxide (CO2) emissions, and greater
uniformity in CO2 taxation
● More systematic inclusion of environmental considerations in costbenefit analysis (e.g. by using an explicit shadow price for
Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.

Action taken since the previous Survey (January 2016)
There has been partial follow-up to the Green Tax Commission, for
instance by making the carbon-dioxide taxes on several items
equivalent to those on vehicle fuels (the items covered mineral oil,
natural gas, liquid-petroleum gas, hydrofluorocarbons, and per
fluorinated chemicals).

Policy Recommendations
Box 4. Recommendations from the Green Tax Commission –
a selective summary
●

Carbon-dioxide emissions. Introduction of a uniform general tax on greenhouse gas
emissions that are not covered by emissions trading, accompanied by abolition of
reduced rates and exemptions.

●

Vehicle and fuel taxation:
❖ Usage taxes. For heavy vehicles road bring in pricing based on global navigation
satellite system (GNSS) technology. For light vehicles introduce a combination of
urban-area environment and congestion pricing, an “accident tax” and a fuel tax to
cover external costs of road wear and tear
❖ Non-usage taxes. Apply more uniform application of the environmental components
in the motor vehicle registration tax across vehicle types and categories of user,
accompanied by a reduced carbon-dioxide component
❖ Zero and low-emission cars. Termination of several supports, including exemptions
from VAT, motor vehicle registration tax and the annual motor vehicle tax. Bring in
temporary grants for purchasing zero-emission cars, subject to an announced
reduction and abolition schedule.

●

Other taxation. Expand the sulphur tax to encompass coal and coke, introduce locationbased tax on sulphur-dioxide and nitrous oxide and abolish tax exemption for waste oil.

●

Subsidy schemes and tax expenditure with environmental effects. Put greater weight on
environmental issues in: agriculture (e.g. reduced red-meat production grants), forestry
(e.g. termination of grants for logging roads and cableways), transport (e.g. termination of
preferential VAT rate for passenger transport and the income-tax allowance for commuting
expenses).

●

Environmental technology. Focus on using environmental taxation and financial grants
for technological development, for instance temporary grants for environmental
technologies.

●

Green tax shift. Use increased environmental tax revenues to fund reductions in general
taxation.
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ANNEX

Progress in structural reform

This Annex reviews action taken on recommendations from previous Surveys. They
cover macroeconomic and structural policy priorities. Each recommendation is
followed by a note of actions taken since the January 2016 Survey. Recommendations
that are new in this Survey are listed in the relevant chapter.
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Recommendations

Action taken since the previous Survey (January 2016)
Monetary and financial stability

●

●
●

Should house-price growth remain uncomfortably high, consider additional
macroprudential measures while closely monitoring and reviewing their
effectiveness. Specifically consider:
Further guideline loan-to-value ratios, reducing access to interest-only loans
Working with foreign regulators to close down any remaining loopholes
(“regulatory arbitrage”) that give foreign-owned branches and subsidiaries
advantages in mortgage lending.

Facilitate more responsive housing supply. In particular, reduce incentives of local
authorities to withhold land for development, other than those related to clear
externalities that cannot be compensated with revenue raised from sales.

Tightening of macroprudential regulation continues. The latest measures became
effective January 2017 and comprised:
● Introduction of a limit on a borrower’s total debt to five times annual gross
income
● A smaller allowance for loans that do not conform to macroprudential rules in the
Oslo area (only 8% of lenders loans will be allowed to not adhere to
macroprudential rules, instead of 10%)
● Reduction in the loan-to-value ratio for home equity credit lines (the vehicle for
interest-only loans) from 70% to 60%. A loan-to-value ratio of 85% continues to
apply to mortgage loans, except for second homes in the Oslo area where the
ratio has been reduced to 60%.
Banking sector capital requirements. Phase in of new capital and buffer
requirements for credit institutions and investment firms (based on Basel III
standards and the CRR/CRD IV framework) was completed in July 2016.
Insurance sector. The Solvency II framework was implemented January 2016,
in parallel with the EU. This will imply significantly higher solvency requirements
for Norwegian insurers.
No major reform.

Fiscal policy, public spending and taxation
Review the “4% rule” Keep the deficit well below the fiscal rule to avoid unwanted
fiscal expansion by providing guidance that sets a speed-limit on increases in the
structural non-oil deficit.

The estimated real rate of return has been reduced from 4% of the value of the
wealth fund to 3%. The lower rate will be first applied to the 2018 budget.
The reduction in the drawdown rate obviates the need for additional guidance
as recommended.

Increase public-spending efficiency, including through:
● A stronger multi-annual approach to expenditure planning in the centralgovernment budgeting
● Ensuring impact analysis and cost-benefit analysis play a central role in decision
making, notably in transport investment
● Using more private-sector provision in public services, including in education
and health care where outsourcing remains underutilised
● Encouraging mergers among small municipalities.

Following recommendations of the 2015 commission on multi-year budgeting,
the 2017 Budget more clearly communicates the multi-year revenue and
expenditure outlook.
“Efficiency dividends” continue to feature in budgeting.
Establishment of the Digitalisation Council in 2016, an advisory service for
government agencies engaged in ICT projects.
Establishment of the Better Regulation Council, a body that scrutinises new laws
and regulations with a view to minimising the impact on business.
Following a central-government campaign, mergers are underway that will reduce
the number of municipalities from 428 to 354 and the number of regions from
19 to 11.

Reduce taxation as a share of GDP and reduce tax distortions, including through:
● Better alignment of taxation across asset classes in wealth tax and capital-gains
tax, especially as regards housing assets
● Further reduction in net wealth tax
● Less generous tax treatment of housing. In personal-income tax, either
incorporate imputed rental income or abolish mortgage interest deductibility.

Reductions in the “ordinary income” tax continue. This tax, which covers most
forms of income, has been reduced further in 2017 to 24%.
In VAT the 8% concessional rate was raised to 10% in 2016, narrowing the gap
with other rate categories (which are 15% (food stuffs) and 25% (standard rate).
Some further progress in alignment of taxation across asset classes. As of 2017:
● The valuation for net wealth tax purposes of second homes is 90% and for
businesses it is 80% (associated debt is valued accordingly)
● There is a new valuation discount of 10% for shares and operating assets (to be
increased to 20 % in 2018 (again, associated debt is valued accordingly).
No major progress in reforming tax treatment of housing in personal income tax,
though reduction in the tax rate on ordinary income reduces the tax value of the
mortgage interest deduction.

Improving business conditions
Improve framework conditions for business activity
Address innovation and technology issues, including through:
● Continued use of a competitive-bid approach for research grants and promoting
framework conditions for clusters
● Promotion of entrepreneurial skills such as project planning and STEM skills
● Encouraging Technology Transfer Offices in universities
● Strengthening the objectivity of evaluations of business-support programmes
(notably innovation and R&D schemes).
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The 2015 Budget proposed increasing support via the core programme,
SkatteFUNN.
The government has launched an evaluation of policy promoting universitybusiness linkages, including assessment of whether technology transfer offices
require more powers.
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Recommendations

Action taken since the previous Survey (January 2016)

Improve transport services.

Road: A new company charged with planning, construction, operation
and maintenance segments of the national road network has been established.
Consolidation of road-toll companies continues. More extensive use of publicprivate partnerships is planned.
Rail. A new infrastructure management company has been established.

Ensure strong market competition
Adjust competition legislation and enforcement, including through:
● Review of the “total welfare” criterion of competition policy
● Increasing the regulatory power of competition authorities.

Assessment of mergers has shifted away from the “total welfare” approach towards
a “consumer” approach.

Regarding state stakes in business:
● Reduce the scope and size of stakes
● Improve state–owned activities governance.

The state holding in one of Norway’s largest real-estate companies, Entra ASA, was
reduced from around 50% to 33% in 2016.

Strengthen competition in network industries (especially postal and rail services).

Postal services. A new Act came into force in 2016 that ends Norges Posten’s
monopoly on letters below 50 grams, and lightens the incumbent’s universal service
requirements. Parliamentary approval to reduce the state stake in Telenor has been
granted.
Rail services. A new infrastructure management company has been established.

Reduce barriers to entry in the retail sector.

No major reform recently.

Reduce state aid and subsidies
Reduce support for agriculture and fishing sectors, including through:
● Reduced import tariffs and direct subsidies to farmers
● Removal of legislative biases that favour agriculture
● Encouraging diversification of economic activity in rural areas by improving
general framework conditions.

Agriculture:
● Measures have been taken to encourage larger scale production, including higher
ceilings on production quotas
● Also, the removal of protective clauses in legislation so as to free-up price setting
and permit corporate ownership is in the pipeline.
● Parliamentary agreed to some limited reforms in April 2017. These include
commitment for some simplification in policy and regulation, and rule changes
on milk quotas.
● The parliament has voted to phase out export subsidies for agricultural products
by 2020.

Human capital, jobs and welfare
Improve education
In primary and secondary education reform, consider:
● Reduction in the number of schools
● Making more data on school performance publically available
● Reform of the teaching profession including: stricter selection and graduation
criteria, more training, better structured career paths and wider use of
performance-related pay.

Roll out of a programme to improve the status and quality of teachers continues.
The programme includes increased support for teachers’ continued education and
the introduction of 5-year master’s-level degree for new entrants to the profession.
Curriculum overhaul is underway in primary and secondary schooling. The reform,
inter alia, aims to clarify values and expectations and school responsibilities
and facilitate in-depth learning.
Reform to school management is underway. A white paper, sanctioned by
parliament, includes recommendations for a system of in-service teacher training,
stronger support for underperforming schools and enhanced early intervention
for pupils.

In higher education:
● Continue to promote mergers among providers
● Pursue plans to include the graduation rates in the formula for performancebased funding
● Further target incentives and financial support to students who complete their
courses on time
● Steer student choices, for instance, via loan discounts for subjects with high
demand.

Significant progress on the merger process; most of the intended mergers have
been completed.
A three-phase performance-agreement process is underway: pilot agreements
in five institutions in 2017, a further five agreements in 2018 and the remaining
institutions in 2019.
Policy efforts to improve the quality of higher education teaching have intensified
with publication of a white paper in early 2017 that proposes channels for reform.
More broadly a campaign focusing on skills is underway, including launch of the
Strategy for Skills Policy 2017-21 in early 2017, which has widespread support
from ministries and stakeholders.

Encourage labour-market participation
Reduce work disincentives in the unemployment insurance system.
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No major reform.
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PROGRESS IN STRUCTURAL REFORM

Recommendations

Action taken since the previous Survey (January 2016)

Reduce sick leave and tighten disability schemes, inter alia consider:
● Lowering the replacement rate for long-term sickness absence
● Clearer guidelines on disability assessment to general practitioners
and monitor compliance.

Sickness leave: new medical assessment trialled, new guidance for doctors
on the length of sick leave, stricter implementation of activation requirements
(see Chapter 1 for more detail).
Work Assessment Allowance (AAP): Several changes will be implemented from
1 January 2018 with an aim to increase the transition back to work. Among others
the maximum period of receiving the benefit will be shortened and also there will be
closer follow-up of recipients.
Disability Benefit: no further reform since the major changes of 2015.

Remove biases favouring early retirement the old-age pension system.

No major reform.

Increase labour-market flexibility
Increase flexibility in wage setting.

No major reform.

Lighten employment regulation.

No major reform.

Enhance efficiency of job placement services and active labour market
policies (ALMP).

No major reform, though in 2017 a new initiative for youth was introduced.
The initiative ensures that persons under the age of 30 years who after eight weeks
of unemployment are not in a job, education or participating in labour market
programmes, are provided with a work-oriented alternative.

Improve Health Care
Past Surveys have focussed on aspects of financing and have suggested:
● Re-structuring activity-based (including Diagnosis Related Groups, DRG)
financing to avoid excessive incentives for low-priority activities
● Greater use of co-payments by patients.

No major reform.

Tackling environmental challenges
Reforms should include:
● Further limiting carbon-dioxide (CO2) emissions, and greater uniformity in CO2
taxation
● More systematic inclusion of environmental considerations in cost-benefit
analysis (e.g. by using an explicit shadow price for Greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions.
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There has been partial follow-up to the Green Tax Commission, for instance by
making the carbon-dioxide taxes on several items equivalent to those on vehicle
fuels (the items covered mineral oil, natural gas, liquid-petroleum gas,
hydrofluorocarbons, and per fluorinated chemicals).
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